LAN The LAN railings are characterized by round white-painted steel balusters.
The balusters can be installed directly on the floor or to the side of the floor with special connectors.
There are two baluster sizes: a short one (3’3/16”) for installation on the floor or a taller one (4’7/16”) for installation on the side.
For staircase railings, install a short baluster and a long baluster on each tread, cutting the long one to suit the installation requirements.
You can choose from the NIK wooden handrail or the LAN shapeable simulated wood PVC handrail with an aluminium core that can be adapted to various configurations, straight or curved.
The handrail can be fastened to the wall using white-painted metal supports.
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**BB0110**
**Baluster**
D 1 1/16" H 4' 7/16"
White steel.
For lateral fitting BD0110 and floor fitting BD0210.

**BD0110**
**Lateral fitting**
White metal.
For baluster BB0110.
Baluster distance from the installation wall: 1 1/4"
Complete with 2 expansion plugs, 2 threaded hubs and 2 nuts.

**BB0210**
**Steel baluster**
D 11/16", H 3' 3/16"
White steel.
For floor fitting BD0210.

**BD0210**
**Floor fitting**
White metal.
For baluster BB0210 and BB0110.
Complete with expansion plug.

**BE0210**
**Wall bracket**
White metal.
For balusters BB0210 and BB0110.
Complete with 3 expansion anchors and plate cover.

**BE0410**
**Baluster connector**
White metal.
For balusters BB0210 and BB0110.

**BA0101**
**PVC handrail**
D 1 3/4", L 3' 1/4" Flexible simulated light wood grain PVC.
90° Angle.
For handrail BA0101.
Complete with threaded plastic connector to join two handrail segments in a straight line.

**BA0201**
**PVC handrail endcap**
Simulated light wood grain PVC.
For handrail BA0101.
Pack: 2 pieces.

**BA0301**
**PVC 90° handrail elbow**
Simulated light wood grain PVC.
90° Angle.
For handrail BA0101.

**BD0410**
**Handrail wall bracket**
White metal.
For handrails BA0101 and BA0401.
Complete with 3 expansion anchors.

**BE0110**
**Reinforcement bar**
White steel.
For balusters BB0210 and BB0110.
Complete with expansion anchors and bolts.